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Abstract : 
We solve the M.I.T. bag equations fo r Fermions In the l i m i t of small 

f luctuat ions and quantize the s o l u t i o n . We get a non s t a t . c bag model vihich 
provides a sat is factory i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the Roper resonances i f the time 
averaged radius of the cavity is about 1 fm. 
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The Roper resonances pose a difficult problem for the bag model . They 
have been identified In several channels (N1440, A1600, A1600, E166O) and 
are assigned to the (56) representation of the spin-flavour group . Their 
characteristic feature is that they stand at a much lower energy than the other 
positive parity states. The difference between their average energy 
IrJ 1580 MeV) and the average energy of the correspond q ground states 
(N940, Â1232, Al116, El193) is AE/v110HeV, while the next group of 
positive parity states stand at an average excitation energy \E' f*t 640 MeV. 
This large splitting is difficult to understand in the static oag model. In 
first approximation the states are degenerate and the splitting due to the 
effect of gluons and pions is too small if one uses standard values of the 
coupling constants ". For this reason it has been suspected for a long time 
that the Roper resonances are breathing modes which cannot be 1 escribed in Ul the static approximation. There have been several attempts to .jild a non 
static model but most of them have introduced extra ingredients to reach this 
goal. The only work using the general M.I.T. bag equations is that of 
de Grand and Rebbi but they have considered only Bosonic bags. In order 
to make contact with the real world they have used the result of their Boson 
calculation of the breathing motion to mix static configurations of the 
Fermionic bag. This approach is rather frustatlng. Moreover the eigen-
frequencies of the Bosonic and Fermionic bags are already different in the 
static case ( V/ R against 2.043 / R for the lowest mode, with R o * o o 
the radius of the cavity) and therefore one may, a priori, expect differen
ces in the non static case too. In this letter, we propose a non static 
model which has only the H.I.T. bag equations as input and which treats the 
quarks as Fermions. It provides a satisfactory interpretation of the Roper 
resonances if the time averaged value of the cavity radius is about 1 fm. 

The M.I.T. bag equations for a quark field confined inside a surface 
S with normal n are : 

•y.d T = O inside S (1) 

(*-*Y.tL)H'. -jf.Tl. ) 1 - o on S (?) 

4 8 t-n^r^ O on S (3) 



with B the vacuum pressure (Oirac matrices and metric are those of ref.7). 
The spinor field 1 (ft. fc) carries color and flavor indices and here only 
(u, d, s) quarks are considered. We assume that gluon, pion, and strange 
quark mass effects are not essential for the understanding of the Roper 
resonances. This means that we adopt the Cloudy Bag Model point of vie» 
which consider; that the basic structure of the baryons is contained in 
eqs.(1,2,3) and we postpone the evaluation of the corrections for future 
work. We choose a spherical surface with a time dependent radius R(t). The 
normal is ( r = r / r ) : 

so that eqs.(2,3) become : 

[Vi- R* + ! Y.£ - < ^ ° R j ^ = 0 at H -. jl Ry/) (5) 

at a* 

Eq.<5) implies 

On the one hand eqs.(£,7) determine Implicitly the surface when the f ield i s 
known, and on the other hand the field must satisfy the boundary condition (5) 
which depends upon the surface. Therefore finding exact solutions is far from 
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trivial and, as in réf.[5], we resort to a perturbatlve method to solve 
eqs.(1,5,6). The latter have at least one exact solution which is the static 
one, defined by ( X y ^ o ) : 

Xto.$.^*r Yf^)e°-xéx (S) 

with 

Yfe) . ^wjZx-
i a.n. -f Co 

cC* a •j(Qaf[0./4R*(^.l)]r 

(9) 

(10) 

A. 

R0 = [Q„N/4TCB] + (11) 

in the preceding equations, Qo is the lowest solution of -\ (fia) = -t (ft. ) 

0. = Z.0A3, and .A- A./ , A.^ stand for the spin, flavor and color 

wave functions. After quantization the coefficients [3 . become 
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destruction operators for a quark in the lowest mode ana N ; i D J D . 

is the number of quarks. We expand the unknown function^ J R J about the 
static solution : 

1 = T, + I 4 ( 1 2 ) 

R(Q« R„ + RJf (i3) 

and assume that \ 1 4 K t J are small fluctuations with respect to ( 1 0 /R.) 
Then, to first order in \ l t R*J w e 9 e t t n e following equations : 

(14) 

oh. 
(15) 

16) 

We look for a solution of the form 

(17) 

(18) 

(+) The * denotes complex conjugation of a number or hermitian conjugation 
for an operator. 
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with R^S*>) = R±f-<"0 so that R^ t ) Is real . In eq.(17) only spin 1/2, pos i 

tive parity solutions of the Dirac equation have been re ta ined. This i s not 

a real limitation In so far as including other solutions does not generate new 

non s ta t ic solutions. This is due to the choice of a spherical shape. If we 

insert eqs.(17, 18) in eqs.(15, 16) »e get the equations which determine 

l^Cco} and R±{^) , ( « z v , » » ; , £ , c ) ; 

d (uA b a (u>] = t («,) ^ [Qm) R^ ( t o-) ̂  - <19> 

R^u>) - [ u-j (««.") N] [u-CcojZl^ L,(to) + u . f - u i ) Z l ( . w ) b , ] (20) 

>&(<») = -^(Qo + w) + ^ t o » * <*0 , 

ci Co»") . -̂  ( « . + tu) - -j ( 0 o • u>) , 

Equations (19, 20) have s ta t ic solutions corresponding to d («J ) = 0 with the 
roots JÎ 4-tx> = 5.4, 8.6, e t c . . . In t h i s case the f luctuat ion R. (oJ ) 

0 | C « 1 
is zero and eq.(20) constrains the f ield coordinates b Ç(jS) to sa t is fy : 

(22) b. b„(co) = 2 . b » b „ * O 
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[8] The Implications of these constraints have been studied in an earlier paper . 
The result is that the static excited states obtained by promoting one quark 
from the mode ÎÎ, to the mode Q„+u» are unphysical when the configuration 
has the spin flavor symmetry (56). This prevents one from interpreting the Roper 
resonances as radial excited states of the static bag and has motivated the 
present investigation of non static solutions. The latter must satisfy a(ou)+0 

|>*) IU.1 ' 
and therefore eq.(19> determines b (w) as a function of b and 

t(uj) . If we multiply eq.(19) by ^ and sum over c< we get : 

b^ b^ (CO) = d(W) t[<u) A (.$,} M R^to) (23) 

Inserting this expression in eq.(20) then leads to the eigenvalue equation 

Therefore the frequencies of the breathing modes are solution of : 

IT - <3(u/) «.(co)t(ui) +• fJ (-vu) a(.0o) t(-UJ) (25) 

The roots of this equation are symmetrical with respect to zero and we denote 
them O^ with the convention U ^ j O if n > 0 . The values of U3̂ _ are 
determined numerically and the first ones are :(JJ i= 1.97,Cx) i = 5 .2 ,00 = 5.7. 

When n > 3 the roots are complex. This does not mean that the bag i s 
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unstable against the fluctuations of the surface but simply that the zero order 

solution (8) is not general enough. Above a critical frequency it should be 

replaced by a solution containing higher static frequencies. The problem then 

becomes utterly complicated, particularly concerning the quantization of 

the model. However this involves only high frequency solutions while ths lowest 

one is the most interesting physically. For the latter the 2eroth order solution 

(8) should be sufficient. It is interesting to notice that our numerical 

result for the lowest breathing mode is nearly the same as the one obtained by 
rol f101 

J.D.Breit in a model based on the Friedberg-i.ee soliton . In this model 

there are more degrees of freedom than in the bag model and the approach of 

ref.[9] is very different from the one presented here so that It is difficult 

to settle whether the numerical coincidence Is fortuitous or not. 

To determine the non static fluctuations we note that from eq.(2*) R ^ " 1 ) 

is non zero only when U>= u j ^ and since R (iv) = R4C-i*») the solution can 

be written as follows : 

R4(co^Zp [o^/SNnf [SCco.oujC^Scou+uvjC*] (26) 

where the (arbitrary) factor I UJ». /&NÎ20J has been introduced for l a te r 

convenience. At the classical level, the C ^ are jus t a rb i t ra ry complex num-

bers. From eqs.<22, 26) we deduce the expression for the field coordinate fc> (toV 

t .M = -| (*U I! l_ [cu„ /SNÎÎJ* t-) 

[S (w-cu^ ; c(aO t Cw„) Q +S(«i too,; c j " ^ ï^\ C] 
(27) 

http://Friedberg-i.ee


I t is clear from eq.(27) that the independent coordinates are b . and ^ - 1 v 

and not k (uS\ • To find the quant iza t ion ru les we f i r s t compute the 
[51 energy H of the solution. I t i s convenient to use the v i r i a l theorem : 

H = A B < v > (28) 

where < \y is the time averaged value of the volume. From eqs.dl, 16, 2$) we 
get (we anticipate normal ordering ing for L_ and \_„ 

H = h m + Z î k c * c (29) 
3 R. -»° R. 

The f i r s t term in eq.(29) i s the s t a t i c s o l u t i o n energy and the second one is 
the energy due to the f luctuat ions of the surface. To determine the Poisson 
Brackets (P.B.) of the coordinates v~ f c and L . n we requ i re that the equat ion 
of motion for R-tt) be satisfied in the Hamilton form : 

K&) « J M ^ , H{ ,30) 

This is realized if we choose as non zero P.B. 

{ c */ c *«j = - W ' ; (31) 
Jr.i. 

It is clear that the fluctuations of the radius must be bosons. Therefore we 
quantize the C n with commutation rules which we determine from the above P.B. 



and the correspondance principle. Consequently the non zero commutators are : 

[Q ,0,'J = £(*,*') (32) 

For the quark operator £>„ the appropriate non zero anticommutation rules 
are as usual : 

ri W g * i ») I 

Lb. O I. = cK«, «') (33) 

To check the consistency of the quantization scheme, we should verify that 
Heisenberg equation of motion is satisfied by the field. Using eqs.(12, 17, 27, 
29, 31, 32), it is straightforward to show that this is the case up to terms 
which are of higher order in the fluctuation \ 4 . 

The commutation rules (32) and the Hamiltonian (29) allow us to inter
pret the operators as creation operators of the mode n . Therefore the 
spectrum of the model in the N = 3 sector has the following structure : The 
ground state is the color singlet obtained by acting on the vacuum with the 

IWI 
appropriate combination of 3 operators k . It belongs to the (56) 
representation of SU(6) and we denote i t : \ (G.S) (56)P> where P i s a set 
of additional quantum numbers. The simplest excited states have one breathing 
mode occupied. They have the form : 

Ifiv.) C « ) J> > =• C* ! (G-.S-") (Sc)j>> (3») 

Since the operator L n i s manifestly SU(6) invariant the excited states also 
have the (56) symmetry. From eq.(29) their excitation energy is AEaCU^/R 
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We do not consider states which have more than one breathing mode occupied. 
That would not be consistent with our initial assumption that the field fluc
tuation (which is proportional to C ^ , see eqs.(17, 27)) can be treated to 
first order. 

In this model the Roper resonances are described by the first non static 

excited state which stands at AE i=.1.3^R„«'W)0 MeV if R AI 1 fm . Hence 

we get nice agreement with experiment for a radius which is in the range of 
the accepted values . For the same value of R the first radial exci
tation of the static model appears at AE^=(5.4-2.OAi)/R„~660MeV and there
fore is likely to stand among the positive parity states at 610 MeV average 
excitation. 

The calculation presented above is approximate and we do not claim it is 
the full story. In particular we have not taken into account pionlc, gluonic 
and strange quark mass effects. This is justified in so far as our primary 
goal in this letter is to interpret the basic structure of the spectrum rather 
than its details. An estimate of these corrections is in progress and preli-

[111 minary results indicate that the pionic effects are moderate . Also the 
correction due to the center of mass motion has not been considered but one can 
expect that the effects in the ground state and the excited states cancel to a 
large extent. 

<•) If we let the radius depend on the state, then AE^/uélO MeV. However it 
is preferable to consider that this variation can be neglected because it would 
lead to severe orthogonality problems. In particular the charge operator is 
not diagonal between states which have a different radius J 
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Finally we would like to make a comment about an alternative explana-r 121 tion ' of the low energy of the Roper resonances. This explanation invokes 
the very low frequency (ft» 1.2 / R ) of the static P3/2 mode which 
allows (with a reasonable radius R /\J 1.15 fm) the Interpretation of the 
Roper resonances as static states with one quark in the lowest mode and two 
quarks in the P3/2 mode. There are several arguments against this interpre
tation : 

i) The Internal pressure of the P3/2 mode is not isotropic. It does 
not match with a spherical shape and therefore the low value of the frequency 
must not be taken seriously. 

v 
ii) The configuration with two P3/2 quarks allows many more states than 

the (56) representation while only the states belonging to the latter are 
observed at low energy. 

iii) If this interpretation was correct then one should observe negative 
parity states around 1.2 / R Q <vl 200 MeV excitation which is ruled out by 
experiment (the average excitation energy of the first such states is about 
430 MeV). 

In fact it is well known that in the bag model the P3/2 mode is much too 
low (this is probably related to point i) ) and causes serious problems in the 
negative parity spectrum * . It would be misleading to interpret the Roper 
resonances thanks to this well recognized drawback of the static spherical bag. 

In this letter we have shown that the dynamics of the non-static bag may 
be a natural explanation of the large splitting between the Roper resonances 
and the other excited states. A pleasant feature of the model we have developed 
is that the breathing motion is explicit and its experimental implications can 
be computed thanks to the expression of the field ( eqs.(17, 27) ) and of the 
radius ( eqs.(18, 26) ). In particular a preliminary investigation suggests 
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that the magnetic form factor of the transition (N ^ Roper) may be an 
interesting test of the model provided it can be determined with enough accuracy 
both in the space-like and in the time-like regions. This point is under 
study^l. 
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